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organization. However, it 
lS 
lS 
always available within an 
regretful to see that not 
many companies are fully utilizing this valuable piece of 
information in their marketing functions. The objective of 
this project is to demonstrate the possible applications of 
segmental contribution accounting system through the system 
design for the hypothetical C&P mUlti-product company. The 
suggested system lS designed for providing accounting 
information about segments performance to marketing 
managers ln order to enhance planning and allocating 
resources, controlling operations and evaluating the 
performance of segment managers. A comprehensive 
literature review on marketing performance assessment is 
also included to provide ground information for future 
development of the system. 
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In almost every organization, the accounting system is 
the principal quantitative information system to provide 
information serving three broad purposes (Hongren and 
Foster, 1991): 11 (1) external reporting through financial 
statements to investors, government authorities, and other 
outside parties; (2) internal routine reporting to provide 
information and influence behaviour regarding cost 
management and the planning and controlling operations; and 
(3) internal non-routine reporting for strategic and 
tactical decisions on matters such as pricing products or 
services, choosing which products to emphasise or de-
emphasise, investing in equipment, and formulating overall 
policies and long-range plans." (p. 3) 
While traditional accounting analyses are adequate for 
tax-reporting purposes, they often are not useful for 
planning business strategies ~ or for understanding how 
business is actually performing. Brooks (1991) proposed 
that one critical analysis that should be routinely 
conducted is a tracking of each business element to measure 
the contribution that each makes to the company's overall 
profits. 
2 
By locating and assigning the sales revenues and 
marketing costs to the related segments, the marketing 
manager can improve and control his decision making with 
respect to the firm's objective. Knowing the profitability 
of segments permits improved pricing, selling, advertising, 
channel, and product management decisions. This concept of 
determining profitability per segment is called segmental 
contribution analysis. Although this contribution approach 
iS ,not new, it is not yet widely implemented. This project 
aims at constructing a segmental contribution accounting 
information system design with the hope that more companies 
would benefit from fully utilizing the valuable accounting 
information resource in marketing planning and control. 
Objective of this Project 
Through the system ' design for the hypothetical C&P 
multi-product company, the application of segmental 
contribution accounting system is demonstrated. The 
suggested personal computer system is designed for 
providing accounting information about segments performance 
to marketing managers in order to enhance: 
Planning and Allocating Resources 
Marketer needs to know the performance of various 
segments of the business in order to plan and to allocate 




To identify those segments of the business that are 
performing inefficiently or below expectations. Segment 
information can help to focus marketer's attention upon the 
segments responsible for the poor performance. 
Evaluating the Performance of Segment Managers 
As each segment lS an area of managerial 
responsibility, the performance of the segment provides one 
basis for evaluating the performance of the segment 
manager. 
Background of C&P Company -- a Hypothetical Case 
C&P Company lS a small consumer packaged cleaning 
products company that sells shampoo (PI), facial foam (P2), 
and body cleansing foam (P3). The firm's marketing 
division is organized along the territorial lines as Hong 
Kong (Al), Kowloon (A2), and New Terri tories (A3). The 
products are sold by salesman to three retailers, namely PK 
supermarket (Tl), Walcon supermarket (T2) I and Whatson 
chain store (T3). 
In this case, product line is chosen as the basic unit 
of interest, and the reporting~ystem was further segmented 
by territory and retailer. Figure 1 shows the hierarchy 



















































































































































































































































































































Marketing Performance Assessment 
The concept of manufacturing productivi ty 1S one of 
the most important measures for assessing an organization's 
marketing performance. The ratio of "output per unit 
input" gives the marketing efficiency, and the performance 
can then be 
time. Sevin 
productivity 
assessed by comparing the productivity over 
(1965) provides the masterpiece of marketing 
analysis 1n the marketing literature. 
However, Rayburn (1973) argues on some of the major 
contentious in applying traditional accounting measures to 
marketing. Nevertheless, continuous efforts like those 
from Bucklin (1978), Methrotra (1984), and Drucker (1985) 
are made 1n quantifying marketing inputs and outputs. 
Marketing productivity analysis has been debated in the 
marketing li terature since then. The transi tion from the 
efficiency oriented productivity..____ analysis begins with the 
introduction of the concept of marketing audi t. This 1S 
then followed by the development of effectiveness marketing 
literature. 
Despite the choice of adopting a marketing efficiency 
approach--segmental contribution analysis--for the system 
design of this project, this section provides a broad 
m 
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review of the market1'ng f per ormance assessment literature 
over the past decades. The authors want to stress that 
there 1S no bias on the controversies about the best 
approach of marketing performance assessment. The choice 
in this case is based on a match of the hypothetical C&P 
Company's need with regard to the balance of implementing 
the suggested system. The purpose of this section is to 
provide the reader a complete picture of the development of 
the discipline such that other applications could be 
developed on a most suitable marketing performance 
assessment approach that best meet individual 
organisation's needs. 
We start by reviewing the "marketing efficiency" 
measurement based on Sevin's (1965) profitability analysis. 
Then we look at "marketing effectiveness" and introduce the 
concept of "marketing audit" which 1S a hybrid of 
efficiency and effectiveness. Finally, we exam1ne the 
recent developments of "marketing performance assessment", 
and conclude by explaining why the segmental contribution 
analysis was adopted in this case instead of those recently 
suggested more sophisticated models. 
Marketing E~ficiency 
Efficiency measures the ratio of "output to input", 
which suggest that management efforts should pay to 
maximize the output relative to the input in order to 
Countless improve the marketing efficiency in a company. 
efficiency measures have been suggested (for example, 
Feder, 1965; Sevin, 1965; Goodman, 1967, 1970 i Beik and 
PE:=: 
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Buzby, 1973; Mossman, Fischer and Crissy, 1974; Corr, 1977; 
and Dunn and Walk, 1977) t ' h o lmprove t e management of 
marketing productivity. Despite the numerous diversify 
suggestions, it is crucial to point out that the majority 
are basically built on the grounds of Sevin's (1965) 
profit-to-expense profitability analysis. 
Marketing Productivity Analysis has mainly been 
attacked through profitability analysis by Bonoma (1988): 
"The presumption of effectiveness given a focus on 
efficiency means that the vast majority of marketing 
productivity measures and . . . lnqulr1es suffer from 
assumed, and often unexamined, goals. Sevin . (1965) 
and his successors, for example, examine the problem 
of increasing profitability relative to marketing 
expenditures. Maximizing profit, however, 1S not 
always the right thing (the most effective action) for 
the organization, as when profits are consciously 
traded for market share 1n penetration pricing 
scenarios." (p. 4) 
This deficiency of efficiency measurement has lead to 
the research efforts in the area of marketing effectiveness 




A Marketing Audit (MA) is a systematic examination of 
an organization's marketing objectives, strategies, 
organization, and performance (Kotler, Gregor, and Rogers, 
8 
1977). A MA involves 4 major steps (Brown, Goedde, and 
Gist, 1991): 1. 'Agreeing on fundamentals wi th the audi tor. 
, 
2. Collecting the data; 3. Analyzing the data; and 4 . 
Preparing the report. Kotler (1991) defined MA as: 
"A comprehensive, systematic, independen t -, and 
periodic examination of a company's--or business 
unit' s--marketing environment, objectives, strategies, 
and activities with a view to determining problem 
areas and opportunities and recommending a plan of 
action to improve the company's marketing 
performance." (p.725) 
MA's primary purpose is to identify under-utilized 
marketing resources and generate recommendations for ways 
in which more effective use could be made of these 
resources. Brownlie (1993) suggests that MA should be 
conducted regularly and not only when some aspect of 
marketing activities 1S thought to be out of control. 
Clear objectives for the MA should be agreed between the 
client and the consultants at the earliest possible time. 
The auditors should look for different points of V1ew 
within the various departments of the organization or a 
mismatch between the customers' and company's perception of 
the product. 
A common approach to the MA 1S to use a checklist of 
diagnostic questions (Wilson, 1982) . This approach 
provides a reliable short-cut in assembling information and 
in assuring that, within the broad span that compr1ses 
corporate policy, no vital issue or question is omitted. 
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In contrast to Kotler's suggestion that MA should be 
the ultimate cont-rol measure, Bonoma (1988) see MA as a 
hybrid of the efficiency and effectiveness ln marketing 
performance. 
"This (MA) , we believe, is the beginning of 
effectiveness evaluation. The context provides 
meaning that simple profit/expense ratios cannot 
capture. What a marketing performance measure 
provides ln turn is an assessment of implementation 
results within this context. Evaluating effectiveness 
thus requires an understanding both of performance and 
the context of performance." (p.41) 
It is this awareness of the importance of evaluating 
marketing effectiveness that leads to more and more 
scholars discussing the issue ln various academic 
publications. 
Marketing effectiveness 
Marketing effectiveness is measured by comparing 
marketing resul ts against obj ecti ves . In order that the 
marketing effectiveness can be assessed, it is necessary to 
evaluate the marketing performance ,--- against a predefined 
marketing objective. Unlike the numerous marketing 
efficiency literature which builds on the central theme of 
Sevin's (1965) profitability analysis, marketing 
effectiveness literature are much diverse and rare. 
To be useful to the marketing manager, Hulbert and Toy 
(1977) outlined a framework for marketing control that 
10 
relates strategic objectives and variables which permit 
assignment or 'b'l' responsl 1 lty for differences between 
planned and actual performance. It is suggested that the 
key potential sources of variation between planned and 
actual contribution are total market size, market shar~ and 
price/cost per unit. 
Instead of analyzing performance relative to a planned 
performance, Buzzel and Chussil (1985) assess business 
performance by comparing discounted cash flows of actual 
business to a potential defined by external standard. 
Recent Developments of Marketing 
Performance Assessment 
Jaworski (1988) criticized that the traditional 
output-oriented financial controls or the analysis of how 
financial controls affect marketing performance are limited 
in scope and application. To overcome limitations of this 
traditional work, a theory is proposed that combines 
environmental context, controls, and the results of 
controls. 
As proposed by Jaworski, an expansion should include 
a contextual concern, a comprehensive consideration of 
controls (i.e. balance informal pnd formal systems), and 
balanced behaviourial and financial concerns. Figure 2 
depicts the general relationship between the 
1 " "control", and "consequence" dimensions "environmenta , 
and specifies the principal components of each dimension. 
The critical assumption of this framework is: (1) to 
understand the complexity of control, and ultimately to 
11 
lmprove management and control of marketing professionals; 
and (2) research should simul taneously address context, 
control types/mixes, and outcomes. 
FIGURE 2 
LINKING ENVIRONMENT, CONTROLS, AND CONSEQUENCES 
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Bonoma's (1988) marketing performance assessment 
requires an equation that encompasses both marketing 
effectiveness and marketing efficiency, and thereby allow 
a composite statement to be made about overall marketing 
performance of a given program. McGrath (1992) suggests 
that managing marketing for productivity requlres the 
management of four key areas- -strategy management, cost 
management, asset management and organization management 
(Figure 3) . 
FIGURE 3 
THE MARKETING PRODUCTIVITY* EQUATION 
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Marketing Organization 
and Team Management 
Organize by vertical 
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- Cost substitution 
- Cost piggy backing 
- Cost sharing 
Marketing 
Productivity· 
- Cost transformation 
Superior Marketing Asset 
Management 
- Brands, patents, trademarks 
- Existing customer base 
- Distributor know-howl 
network 
- Information systems 
*Th's concept of combining effectiveness and efficiency str~nds is called Marketing Perfor.mance by Bonoma (1988). 
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Concluding Remarks 
The authors realize the importance of assessing 
marketing performance by considering both effectiveness and 
efficiency. However, to restrict the scope of this study, 
we assume that the C&P Company has completed, an 
effectiveness evaluation of the marketing function, and a 
computer system lS to be constructed to look at the 
efficiency of its marketing operations. 
Since accounting data are freely available within an 
organization, we believe that such a system would benefit 
a lot of companies. Based on this grounding and 
considering the balance of cost and benefit of implementing 
an appropriate system for a small company like C&P Company 
in this case, segmental contribution analysis is supposed 
to be one of the most reasonable choice. The full benefit 
of segmental contribution accounting system will be 
discussed in depth in the following section. 
Segmental Contribution Analysis 
Today's manager is operating in a very competitive and 
turbulent environment. Managers constantly need management 
accounting information to help guide the decision-making 
process. The information provi9.-ed must be relevant to 
particular circumstances which are operating at the time of 
the decision-making process. A case study made by Pogue 
(1984) has shown how normal routine information can mislead 
and how contribution analysis can assist in clarifying the 
" k' g process. The provision of relevant declslon-ma ln 
t accounting information keeps management more managemen 
14 
accurately aware of the various profit alternatives of its 
possible management decisions. 
The multi-product C&P company in this case should 
monitor product profitability to minimize losses and 
increase profits. It is possible that a product is very 
profitable while others are not at any given time due 
partly to the theory of Product Life Cycle. Bentley (1979) 
suggests that in deciding which products are producing 
most, a contribution summary of what each product 
contributes should be prepared. 
Dunne and Wolk (1977) has given a good example to 
illustrate the importance of performing a segmental 
contribution analysis: 
"The authors know of one company where product X was 
generating an annual profit of $800,000, and Product 
Y was losing money at the rate of $600,000 per year--
and management was totally unaware of the situation, 
just pleasantly happy to be making $200,OOO! They 
were simply astounded when a little accounting by 
product line revealed Product Y to be such a drain." 
(p.83) 
Ter.minologies Used in Segmental~Contribution Analysis 
Direct fixed costs 
Those fixed costs which can be identified directly 
with a particular segment of an organization. 
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Common fixed costs 
Those costs which cannot be identified directly with 
the segment. In this case an unallocated common fixed 
costs approach is adopted based on Meigs and Meigs' (1990) 
arguments: "1. common fixed costs often would not change 
even if a segment were eliminated; 2. common fixed costs 
are not under the direct control of the segment managers; 
and 3. allocation of common fixed costs may imply changes 
in segm~nt profitability that are unrelated to segment 
performance." (p. 974) 
Contribution margin 
Sales minus variable costs. 
Performance margin 
This 1S the contribution controllable by segment 
managers and is derived by subtracting direct fixed costs 
controllable by segment managers from contribution margin 
(Meigs and Meigs, 1990). Direct fixed costs include 
discretionary fixed costs, e.g., certain advertising, R&D, 
sales promotion, and engineering. (p. 973) 
Segment margin ~~ 
Contribution controllable by segment managers minus 
committed fixed costs, e.g., depreciation, property taxes, 
insurance, and the segment managers' salaries. 
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Residual income analysis 
This imputes an interest expense (Mossman, Fischer and 
Crissy, 1974) to the segment equal to the firm's overall 
cost of . t 1 . capl a tlmes the value of the segment's specific 
assets. (p. 47) 
Net income 
Segment margin minus unallocated common fixed costs. 
Segmental Contribution Accounting System 
Companies use many different names to describe their 
internal operating uni ts, such as product lines, sales 
territories, and distribution channels. In our discussion, 
we generally will use the term segment to denote a subunit 
within the C&P Company. A designated manager is 
responsible for directing the activities of each segment 
within the company. Therefore, we also describe segments 
of the business as responsibility centres. 
An accounting system designed to measure the 
performance of each responsibility centre within a business 
is termed a responsibility accounting system. The 
contribution approach is used for the segmental reporting 
in this case for it emphasizes th~ cost behaviour patterns 
and the controllability of costs that are useful for 
profitability analysis of various segments of the company. 
The proposed accounting system will also consider the 
efficiency with which specific assets of the segment are 
used by employing a "residual income" technique (Crissy, 
Fischer, and Mossman, 1973). The investment in assets is 
17 
considered by assessing a cost of capital charge times the 
value of the assets. This charge becomes a direct charge 
of the segment and adds to the segment's out-of-pocket 
costs. 
In this project, a segmental contribution accoun~ing 
system will be developed so as to allow evaluation of the 
performance of business segments under individual managers' 
control. Figure 4 is an illustration of the format of the 
segmental income statements for the proposed accounting 
system. 
FIGURE 4 
PROPOSED FORMAT FOR THE SEGMENTAL INCOME STATEMENT 
Sales 
Less: Variable marketing cost 
Cost of units sold 
Cost of traceable working capital 
Contribution margin 
Less: Controllable direct marketing cost 
Controllable direct administrative cost 
Performance margin 
Less: Committed marketing cost 
Committed administrative cost 
Cost of direct fixed capital 
Segment margin 
Less: Unallocated common mark~ting fixed cost 
Unallocated common administrative cost 
Segment net income 
Application of the Proposed Segmental 
Contribution Accounting System 
(Meigs and Meigs, 1990) 
Contribution margin 
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Contribution margin expresses the relationship between 
revenue and variable costs, but ignores fixed costs. Thus 
it should primarily be used for short-run planning such as 
decisions relating to price changes, or short-run 
promotional campaigns that will not significantly affect 
fixed costs. 
In making short-run decisions that do not affect fixed 
costs, marketers should attempt to generate the most 
contribution margin for additional costs incurred. This 
usually means emphasizing those segments with the highest 
contribution margin ratios. 
Segment margin 
Segment margin is a long-run measure of profitability 
because it takes into consideration any fixed costs 
traceable to the segment. For example, it can be used to 
determine whether a plant capacity should be expanded or a 
profit centre should be closed if it is performing poorly. 
In evaluating a segment as ~ long-term investment, 
however, marketers must consider the ability of the segment 
to cover its fixed costs. Thus, in the long-run, marketers 
should emphasize growth in those segments with the highest 
segment margins and segment margin ratios. 
19 
Evaluating segment manager's performance 
Some costs traceable to a segment are simply beyond 
the segment manager's immediate control. As a response to 
this problem, we subdivide the fixed costs traceable to 
each segment into the subcategories of controllable ~ixed 
costs--those under the segment manager's immediate control, 
such as salaries, and advertising. 
In the segmental income statement, controllable fixed 
costs are deducted from contribution margin to arrive at a 
subtotal called performance margin--contribution 
controllable by segment manager. Committed fixed costs 
which the segment manager cannot readily change, e. g. 
depreciation and property taxes then are deducted to 
determine segment margin. 
Subdividing traceable costs in this manner draws a 
distinction between the performance of the segment manager 
and the profitability of the segment as a long term 
investment. The performance margin includes only the 
revenue and costs under the segment manager's direct 
control, and is thus a useful tool in evaluating the 
segment manager's performance. 
Concluding Re~arks 




benefits that could enhance the marketing 
to plan and control for higher profitability. 
Wolk (1977) emphasised that "if segmental 
analysis had not been done at all, or if the segmentation 
had been conducted just by product (or just by territory, 
20 
just by channel, or just by order size) many ideas for 
corrective action or expanded effort might not have 
generated." (p. 94) 
Of course, it is important that the benefits of 
preparing the segmental contribution accounting statem~nts 
must not exceed costs of preparation. However, the 
increasing power of personal computer should reduce costs 
enough to make segmental contribution analysis beneficial 
to increasing number of small companies. 
21 
CHAPTER III 
SYSTEM DESIGN FOR THE C&P COMPANY 
Prototype 
In order to help readers and users to envision what 
the proposed system will look like and how it operates, a 
prototype will be introduced first before discussing the 
structured analysis of the proposed system. By going 
through the proposed input and output formats, the 
structured analysis, which could be quite abstract to some 
reader, could be understood more easily. 
Exhibit 0 shows the structure of all the menu screens 
for the whole proposed system. There are only three levels 
in the menu structure. 
Input Formats 
From the Main Menu (Exhibit I), two input options 
could be found, Update Budgets Menu and Update Segmental 
Income Statements Menu (Exhibit I ~J . There are three kinds 
of maj or output for the proposed system, which can be 
assessed through the corresponding Sub-menu (exhibit I & 
I I I) . 
22 
Output Formats 
For each kind .of major outputs, a sub-menu (Exhibit I 
& Ill) is provided for specific table and/or chart outputs. 
To request for a particular table or chart, related 
information is needed. For example, to produce output T~ble 
3.1 (Exhibit X), the user needs to go to Percentage 
Analysis Sub-menu 3.1 (exhibit IV) and type in the Node-
Name (P1-A1), YEAR (1989 to 1993), and VIEW(V) or PRINT(P) . 
Some of the information requested is optional, 
depending on the user's requirement. For instance, if the 
user is interested in Sales only instead of those four 
items shown in Table 4.2 (exhibit XIII), then the user only 
needs to supply Item-Name-1 (Sales) for the Segmental 
Analysis Sub-menu 4.2 (exhibit REA) and skip the other 
three: Item-Name-2, Item-Name-3 and Item-Name-4. 
The above two principles are applicable for all sub-
menu screens (exhibit IV to IX). Exhibit X to XVII 
illustrate all proposed output formats for the system. For 
example, after entering the Node-Name (PRODUCT1), Item-Name 
(Sales) and YEAR (1989 to 1993) in the Segmental Analysis 
Sub-menu 4.4 (exhibit VII), a percentage chart will be 
produced as shown in exhibit XIV. 
Structure Analysis 
Data Flow Diagram 
From the Context Diagram (exhibit XVIII), it can be 
seen that there are only two external entities: Accounting 
Department, which provides the Segmental Income Statement 
needed for the system, and Marketing Management, who will 
23 
provide Budget information and requirements of the Request. 
The output Report , is given to Marketing Management for 
performance assessment. 
Exhibit XIX shows that after receiving a particular 
Request from the Marketing Management, the system ~ill 
retrieve information from the data stores. The required 
analysis will then be performed and then the output Report 
will be delivered to Marketing Management. The two data 
stores will be updated after obtaining the newest 
information from their own sources. 
The data flow diagram for each analysis is shown in 
exhibit XX to exhibit XXII. 
System Dictionary 
The composition for each data flow could be found in 
exhibit XXIII. All the data flow items are arranged 
according to alphabetical order. 
While the composition of the two data stores (Budgets 
and Segmental Income Statements) and · notes for the two 
external entities (Marketing Management and Accounting 
Department), are placed in exhibit XXIV. 
in 
Transform Descr;ptions 
The description for each transform process is written 
Structured English and put in exhibit XXV arranged in 
the transform number. 
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CHAPTER IV 
CONCLUSION & DIRECTION FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 
The proposed segmental contribution accounting system 
is a very powerful tool for marketing managers as it could 
provide accurate information on the profitability of 
individual product, various territories and distribution 
channels. However, the system has highlighted only the 
most crucial areas where the use of segmental contribution 
accounting system could improve management control and 
planning, for the sake of greater profitability. We 
believe there are several important aspects that call for 
consideration in the future system development. 
One major issue is the disability of the proposed 
system to serve as a knowledge base system in the sense 
that the expertise of decision makers has not been 
integrated into the system to provide prompt answers to 
problems. Another issue is that the proposed system does 
not include any forecasting func/t-ions , like time series 
analysis and casual model. For future research, the 
possibility of including these forecasting capacity should 




































































































































































































































































































MAIN MENU, UPDATE BUDGETS MENU, 
PERCENTAGE ANALYSIS SUB-MENU 
MARKETING PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT SYSTEM 
Main Menu 
1. Update Budgets Menu 
2. Update Segmental Income Statements Menu 
3. Percentage Analysis Sub-menu 
4. Segmental Analysis Sub-menu 
5. Variance Analysis Sub-menu 
6. Exit 
Type the no of your choice and press Enter 
MARKETING PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT SYSTEM 
1. Update Budgets Menu 





Input the information and press Enter. 
MARKETING PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT SYSTEM 
3. Percentage Analysis Sub-menu 
1. Produce Table 3.1 
2. Produce Chart 3.2 
3. Produce Chart 3.3 
4. Produce Table 3.4 
5. Produce Chart 3.5 
6. Produce Chart 3.6 
O. Main Menu 




UPDATE SEGMENTAL INCOME STATEMENTS MENU 
MARKETING PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT SYSTEM 
2. Update Segmental Income Statements Menu 
Node-Name : Year : 
Sales : 
Variable marketing cost : 
Cost of units sold : 
Cost of traceable working capital : 
Contribution margin : 
Conntrollable direct marketing cost : 
Controllable direct administrative cost : 
Performance margin : 
Committed marketing cost : 
Committed administrative cost : 
Cost of direct fixed capital : 
Segment margin : 
Unallocated common marketing fixed cost: 
Unallocated common administrative cost : 
Segment net income : 
Input the information and press Enter. 
EXHIBIT III 
SEGMENTAL ANALYSIS SUB-MENU, 
VARIANCE ANALYSIS SUB-MENU 
MARKETING PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT SYSTEM 
4. Segmental Analysis SUb-menu 
1. Produce Table 4.1 
2. Produce Table 4.2 
3. Produce Chart 4.3 
4. Produce Chart 4.4 
O. Main Menu 
Type the no of your choice and press Enter: 
MARKETING PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT SYSTEM 
5. Variance Analysis Sub-menu 
1. Produce Table 5.1 
2. Produce Chart 5.2 
3. Produce Chart 5.3 
4. Produce Table 5.4 
5. Produce Chart 5.5 
6. Produce Chart 5.6 
O. Main Menu 
Type the no of your choice and press Enter ~ 
28 
EXlItlJIT IV 
PEHCENTAGE ANALYSTS SUB - MENU '3.1. 3.2. ~1. :.~ 
MARKETING PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT SYSTEM 
Percentage Analysis SUb-menu 3.1 
Node-Name : 
1IIIillllllllllllllllllllllllll!IIII!111 111 11 
Year: To 1IIIIIIIIIilll/llllllll!III::III!II !11111111111 
View (V) or Print (P) : 
11111;lllllllllllllllliilllilllllijlll!11I1111 
Input the information and press Enter. 
MARKETING PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT SYSTEM 
Percentage Analysis Sub-menu 3.2 
Node-Name : 






View (V) or Print (P) : 
Input the information and press Enter. 
illl!IIIIIIIIII! !!IIIIIIIII!!!i!!lllll!II!1111  
li!llllllllllill!!IIII!!illlllll!II!!ill!111111 
!1111~11 1 111!1111 1 11 1 !" li!ll l ll l i!I!lllli ll l l 
lillllll!II!IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII!llll!I!11 1111 1 




MARKETING PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT SYSTEM 
Percentage Analysis Sub-menu 3.3 
Node-Name: li llllll ll llll! I III ~ll ll i llllll i ~11 1 11 1 111111 1 






View (V) or Print (P) : 
Input the information and press Enter. 
lillllllllllllllllli!IIIIIII!lIllllilll!11111 1 




EXHIBIT V 30 
PERCENTAGE ANALYSIS SUB-MENU 3.4, 3.5, 3.6 
MARKETING PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT SYSTEM 
Percentage Analysis Sub-menu 3.4 
Item-Name: 
Node-Name-1 : !!,II 'I'IIII.II.!I,i,I'I'II!f,I!,i,lli,lll!i,i'"I!I!!.',\:,!.!,·III/',I.li 
I .! I ,i;. . . I \1 '1.1 J !! ~ I I 1 I . u! 
Node-Name-2 : 
Node-Name-3 : 
Year : To 
View (V) or Print (P) : 
Input the information and press Enter. 
MARKETING PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT SYSTEM 





Year : To 
View (V) or Print (P) : 
Input the information and press Enter. 
MARKETING PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT SYSTEM 





Year : To 
View CV) or Print (P) : 
Input the information and press Enter. 
", .. ~." ... -. ,.-~, .. ,,-- ... .. -
EXHIBIT VI 
SEGMENTAL ANALYSIS SUB-MENU 4.1, 4.2 
MARKETING PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT SYSTEM 
Segmental Analysis Sub-menu 4.1 
Node-Name : 
Year : 
View (V) or Print (P) : 
Input the information and press Enter. 
MARKETING PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT SYSTEM 







View (V) or Print (P) : 
Input the information and press Enter. 
31 
EXHIBIT VII 
SEGMENTAL ANALYSIS SUB-MENU 4.3, 4.4 
MARKETING PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT SYSTEM 
Segmental Analysis SUb-menu 4.3 
Node-Name : 
Item-Name : 
Year : To 
View (V) or Print (P) : 
Input the information and press Enter. 
MARKETING PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT SYSTEM 




View (V) or Print (P) : 
Input the information and press Enter. 
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EXHIBIT VIII 33 
VARIANCE ANALYSIS SUB-MENU 5.1, 5.2, 5.3 
MARKEllNG PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT SYSTEM 
Variance Analysis Sub-menu 5.1 
Node-Name: 
Year: , To 
View (V) or Print (P) : 
Input the information and press Enter. 
MARKETING PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT SYSTEM 







View (V) or Print (P) : 
Input the information and press Enter. 
MARKETING PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT SYSTEM 







View (V) or Print (P) : 
Input the information and press Enter. 
EXHIBIT IX 
VARIANCE ANALYSIS SUB-MENU 5.4, 5.5, 5.6 
MARKETING PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT SYSTEM 
Variance Analysis Sub-menu 5.4 
Node··Name : 
Item-Name : 
Year : To 
View (V) or Print (P) : 
Input the information and press Enter. 
MARKETING PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT SYSTEM 




View (V) or Print (P) : 
Input the information and press Enter. 
MARKETING PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT SYSTEM 




View (V) or Print (P) : 




TABLE 3.1. TABLE 3.4: 
PERCENTAGE ANALYSIS (AMOUNT/PERCNETAGE) 
PERCENTAGE ANAL YSIS PRODUCT1-AREA 1 
1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 
Sales 1.215.452 1.441 .100 1.563,035 1.799.715 1.837.138 
Variable marketin~ cost 41.044 42.933 39,807 38,082 . 37.166 
3.38% 2.98% 2.55% 2.12% 2.02% 
Cost of units sold 70.461 83.457 82.193 83.002 90,875 
5.80% 5.79% 5.26% 4.61% 4.95% 
Cost of traceable working capital 149.570 184,896 207.302 255.729 294.101 
12.31% 12.83% 13.26% 14.21% 16.01% 
Contribution margin 954.377 1.129,814 1.233,733 1.422.902 1.414,996 
78.52% 78.40% 78.93% 79.06% 77.02% 
Controllable direct marketing cost 394.401 414.091 500,019 584.334 692.023 
32.45% 28.73% 31.99% 32.47% 37.67% 
Controllable direct administrative cost 87,486 117,027 120,708 148.253 181.950 
7.20% 8.12% 7.72% 8.24% 9.90% 
Performance margin 472,490 598.696 613,006 690.315 541,023 
38.87% 41 .54% 39.22% 38.36% 29.45% 
Committed marketing cost 20.928 22,934 21 ,539 21,142 21.985 
1.72% 1.59% 1.38% 1.17% 1.20% 
Committed administrative cost 51.774 54.062 61,561 66.647 83.465 
4.26% 3.75% 3.94% 3.70% 4.54% 
Cost of direct fixed capital 45.415 50,857 55,218 68,297 66.621 
3.74% 3.53% 3.53% 3.79% 3.63% 
Segment margin 354.373 470.843 474,688 534.229 368,952 
29.16% 32.67% 30.37% 29.68% 20.08% 
Unallocated common marketing fixed cost 198.123 274,877 245.521 286,747 353.477 
16.30% 19.07% 15.71% 15.93% 19.24% 
Un allocated common administrative cost 90.773 130.247 117.625 155,986 207.207 
7.47% 9.04% 7.53% 8.67% 11.28% 
Segment net income 65.477 65,719 111.542 91,496 -191,732 
5.39% 4.56% 7.14% 5.08% -10.44% 
PERCENTAGE ANALYSIS CONTRIBUTION MARGIN (Amount/Percentage) 
1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 
/--
PRODUCT1-AREA 1 954.377 1,129.814 1,233.733 1.422.902 1.414.996 
78.52% 78.40% 78.93% 79.06% 77.02% 
PRODUCT1··AREA2 915.518 1.132,877 1,159,201 1.358.930 1.360,544 
79.47% 80.46% 79.77% 80.54% 78.59% 
PRODUCT1-AREA3 635.832 405,139 417,698 480.496 487.012 




PERCENTAGE ANALYSIS (AMOUNT), 

















PERCENTAGE ANALYSIS: PRODUCT1-AREA1 (AMOUNT) 
YEAR 
PERCENTAGE ANALYSIS: PRODUCT1-AREAl (PERCENTAGE) 
YEAR 
• Sales 
o Contribution margin 
IillJj] Performance margin 
., Segment margin 
o Segment net income 
• Contribution margin 
o Performance margin 
IillillI Segment margin 




CHART 3.5: PERCENTAGE ANALYSIS (AMOUNT), 
CHART 3.6: PERCENTAGE ANALYSIS (PERCENTAGE) 
PERCENTAGE ANAL VSIS - CONTRIBUTION MARGIN (Amount) 









1990 199 1 1992 1993 
YEAR 
- -_._-_._ -_ .. _---_._._- - -------_._----
------- _._. __ ._--------------- -------
PERCENTAGE ANAL VSIS - CONTRIBUTION MARGIN (Amount) 





o PRODUCT1 -AREA2 
Iilll1lI PRODLlCT1 -A.REA3 
• PRODUCT1-AREA1 




EXHIBIT XIII 38 
TABLE 4.1, 4.2: 
SEGMENTAL ANALYSIS (AMOUNT/PERCENTAGE) 
SEGMENTAL ANALYSIS PRODUCT1 1993 
PRODUCTI-AREA 1 PRODUCT1 -AREA2 PRODUCT1 -AREA3 PRODUCT1 
Snles Um.1J8 4396% 1.731.277 41 . 45~ GOf:l.823 H57% 4.177.238 
Vorioble ll10rketinq co!'t Jr166 44.55% 33.980 40.74% 12.27l 14 71% 83.417 
Cost of units sold 30.875 45 .46% 84)19 42.36% 24.329 12.17% 199.923 
CosI of traceoble workinQ copilol 294.101 46.58% 252.034 39.92% 85.211 1150% 631.346 
Contribution mt.uQin 1.414.996 4137% 1.360.544 41.70% 487,012 , 4930/. 3.262,552 
Conlroll"ble dir<:!d m'!lrke>tinq coSt 692.023 4188% 654.312 41.49% 230.724 14.63% 1.577.059 
Controlloble direct odminislrotive cost 181.950 469iJ% 155.674 40 .12% 50.352 12.98% 3B7.976 
Perform once morqin 541.023 41 .70% 550.558 42 . ~3 ~{, 205.936 1587Y. 1.297.517 
Committed morketinq CO'3t 21.985 4516% 20J.32 42JB% 6,063 12.45Y. 4B.650 
C.ommitt'ld odministrotive cost 83465 44 .94% 78.488 42 .26% 23.771 12.BO% 185.724 
Co~t of direct fixed cllPitol 66.621 4655% 57.796 40 .47% 18.39B 12 .B8% 142.815 
Sel1mont mnrQin 368.952 40 .09% 193.642 42.77% 157,704 17 .14% 920.298 
SEGMENTAL ANALYSIS PRODUCT1 
1989 19SIJ 1991 1992 1993 
Soles P1Al 1.215.452 38 . 36?·~ 1.441.1 00 4297% 1.563.035 44.12% 1.799,715 4395% 1.837.138 4398% 
P1A2 1.152.007 36.36% 1.408.013 41 .99% 1,453,205 41 .02~ 1.1)87.356 41 .21% 1.731.277 4145% 
P1A) 801.165 2528% 504,260 15 .04~ 526.243 14.86% 607.906 14.85% 608,823 14.57% 
PI 3.168.624 3.353.373 1542.4B3 4.094.977 4.177.238 
Contribution mmqin P1Al 954.177 3809% 1.129.814 42 .35% 1.233.733 4190% 1.422.902 43.62% 1.4H.996 4137% 
P1A2 915.518 36.54% 1.132.877 42.46% 1.159.201 41.24% 1.358.930 41 .66% 1.360.544 -11.70% 
P1A3 635.832 25 . 38~ 405.139 15.19% 417.698 14.86% "'80.496 14.73% 487.012 1493% 
PI 2.505.727 2.667.830 2.810.632 3,262.328 J262.552 
Performence m"rqin P1Al 472.490 36.43% 598.696 40.05% 613006 42.58% 690.315 42 28~ 541 .023 41 70~~ 
P1A2 4 79. 36~ 36.96% 661.139 44.23% 609.997 42.37% 686.863 42.19% 550.558 4243% 
P1A3 344 %8 2660% 234907 15.72% 216.575 15.04% 253.555 15.53~/" 205.936 1587~ 
P1 1.2%813 1.494.742 1.439.578 1.632)33 1.297,517 
Seqment morqin PIAl 354.373 3563% 470,843 38 BO% 474.688 42 .23% 534.229 4134% 3613.952 4009% 
P1A2 367.911 3699% 545.347 44 .94% 477.61 a 42.49% 552.317 42.74% 393.642 42}7% 
P1A3 272.292 27.38% 197.259 16 . 26~{, 171.832 15 .29% 205.629 15.93% 157.704 17.14% 
Pt 994.576 I 213. 449 1.124.136 1.292.375 920.298 
EXHIBIT XIV 
CHART 4.3: SEGMENTAL ANALYSIS (AMOUNT), 


























SEGMENTAL ANALYSIS: PRODUCT1-SALES (PERCENTAGE) 












EXHIBIT XV 40 
TABLE 5.1, 5.3: 
VARIANCE ANALYSIS (AMOUNT/PERCENTAGE) 
VARIANCE ANAL VSIS PRODUCT1 
1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 
Sales Actual 3.168.624 3.353,373 3,542,483 4.094,977 4.177.238 
Budget 3,000,000 3,300,000 3,600.000 3,960,000 4,356,000 
Variance 168,624 53,373 -57,517 134.9n -178,762 
Variance % 5.32% 1.59% -1.62% 3.30% -4.28% 
Contribution margin Actual 2.505,727 2,667,830 2,810,632 3.262.328 3,262.552 
Budget 2,400.000 2,640.000 2,904,000 3,194.400 3,513.840 
Variance 105,727 27,830 -93,368 67,928 -251,288 
Variance % 4.22% 1.04% -3.32% 2.08% -7.70% 
Performance margin Actual 1.296.813 1,494.742 1,439.578 1.632.733 1.297.517 
Budget 1,200,000 1,320,000 1,452.000 1.597.200 1,756.920 
Variance 96,813 174,742 -12,422 35,533 -459,403 
Variance % 7.47% 11.69% -0.86% 2.18% -35.41% 
Segment margin Actual 994,576 1.213,449 1,124,138 1.292.375 920.298 
Budget 900.000 990,000 1,089,000 1,197.900 1,317,690 
Variance 94,576 223,449 35,138 94,475 -397.392 
Variance % 9.51% 18.41% 3.13% 7.31% -43.18% 
VARIANCE ANAL VSIS PRODUCT1 - CONTRIBUTION MARGIN (Amount/Percentage) 
1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 
PRODUCT1-AREA 1 Actual 954,377 1,129,814 1,233,733 1,422,902 1,414,996 
Budget 960000 1056000 1161600 1277760 1405536 
Variance -5,623 73.814 72,133 145,142 9.460 
Variance % -0.59% 6.53% 5.85% 10.20% 0.67% 
PRODUCT1-AREA2 Actual 915,518 1,132,877 1,159,201 1,358,930 1,360.544 
Budget 960000 1056000 1161600 1277760 1405536 
Variance -44.482 76,877 -2,399 81,170 -44.992 
Variance % -4.86% 6.79% -0.21% 5.97% -3.31% 
PRODUCT1-AREA3 Actual 635,832 405,139 417,698 480,496 487.012 
Budget 480000 528000 580800 638880 702768 
Variance 155.832 -122,861 -163,102 -158,384 -215.756 
Variance % 24.51% -30.33% -39.05% -32.96% -44.30% 
PRODUCT1 Actual 2.505.727 2,667.830 2.810.632 3.262.328 3.262.552 
Budget 2,400.000 2.640.000 2,904.000 3.194,400 3.513.840 
Variance 105.727 27.830 -93.368 67,928 -251,288 



















CHART 5.2: VARIANCE ANALYSIS (AMOUNT), 
CHART 5.3: VARIANCE ANALYSIS (PERCENTAGE) 
VARIANCE ANALYSIS: PRODUCT1 (AMOUNT) 
YEAR 
VARIANCE ANALYSIS: PRODUCT1 (PERCENTAGE) 
YEAR 
• Sales 
o Contribution Margin 
III Performance Margin 
• Segment tv1 argin 
• Sales 
o Contribution tv1 argin 
ffiI Performance tv1 argin 
• Segment /,>-1argin 
41 
EXHIBIT XVII 
CHART 5.5: VARIANCE ANALYSIS (AMOUNT), 
CHART 5.6: VARIANCE ANALYSIS (PERCENTAGE) 














o PRODUCT1 -AREA2 
IiI PRODUCT1-.A.REA3 
11 PRODUCTl 
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EXHIBIT XXII 47 






































































































Data Flow Dictionary (Data Flow Name / Composition) 
Budget : 
Node-Name & Year & & Budget-Sales & Budget-Contribution-Margin & 
Rudget-Performance-Margin & Budget-Segment-Margin. 
Input-Percentage-Analysis : 
Node-Name & Year & Sales & Variable-Marketing-Cost & 
Cost-Of-Units-Sold & Cost-Of-Traceable-Working-Capital & 
Contribution-Margin & Controllable-Direct-Marketing-Cost & 
Controllable-Direct-Administrative-Cost & Performance-Margin & 
Committed-Marketing-Cost & Committed-Administrative-Cost & 
Cost-Of-Direct-Fixed-Capital & Segment-Margin & 
llnallocated-Common-Marketing-Fixed-Cost & 
linallocated-Common-Administrative-Fixed-Cost & Segment-Net-Income. 
Input-Segmental-Analysis : 
Node-Name & Year & Sales & Variable-Marketing-Cost & 
Cost-Of-Units-Sold & Cost-Of-Traceable-Working-Capital & 
Contribution-Margin & Controllable-Direct-Marketing-Cost & 
Controllable-Direct-Administrative-Cost & Performance-Margin & 
Committed-Marketing-Cost & Committed-Administrative-Cost & 
Cost-Of-Direct-Fixed-Capital & Segment-Margin & 
Vnallocated-Common-Marketing-Fixed-Cost & 
Unallocated-Common-Administrative-Fixed-Cost & Segment-Net-Income. 
Input-Variance-Analysis 
48 
Node-Name & Year & & Sales & Contribution-Margin & Performance-Margin 
& Segment-Margin. 
Input-Variance-Analysis-Budget : 
Node~Name & Year & & Budget-Sales & Budget-Contribution-Margin & 
Budget-Performance-Margin & Budget-Segment-Margin. 
Report : . 
Repott-Percentage-Analysis & Report-Segmental-AnalysIs & 
Repott-Varance-Analysis. 
Report-Percentage-Analysis : 
Table-j.l & Chart-3.2 & Chart-3.3 & Table-3.4 & Chart-3.5 & 
Chart-3.6. 
Report-Segmental-Analysis : 
Table-4.l & Table-4.2 & Chart-4.3 & Chart-4.A. 
Report-VarIance-Analysis : 
Table-5.l & Chart-5.2 & Chart-5.3 & Table-5.4 & Chart-5.5 & 
Chart-5.6. 




Request-Percentage-Analysis-3.1 & Request-Percentage-Analysis-3.2 & 
Request-Percentage-Analysis-3.3 & Request-Percentage-Analysis-3.4 & 
Request-Percentage-Analysis-3.5 & Request-Percentage-Analysis-3.6. 
Request-Segmental-Analysis 
Request-Segmental-Analysis-4.1 & Request-Segmental-Analysis-4.2 & 
Request-Segmental-Analysis-4.3 & Request-Segmental-Analysis-4.4. 
Request-Variance-Analysis 
Request-Variance-Analysis-5.1 & Request-Variance-Analysis-5.2 & 
Request-Variance-Analysis-5.3 & Request-Variance-Analysis-5.4 & 
Request-Variance-Analysis-5.5 & Request-Variance-Analysis-5.6. 
Request-Percentage-Analysis-3.1 
Node-Name & {Year}. 
Request-Percentage-Analysis-3.2 : 
Node-Name & {Year} & Sales & Variable-Marketing-Cost & 
Cost-Of-Units-Sold & Cost-Of-Traceable-Working-Capital & 
Contribution-Margin & Controllable-Direct-Marketing-Cost & 
Controllable-Direct-Administrative-Cost & Performance-Margin & 
Committed-Marketing-Cost & Committed-Administrative-Cost & 
Cost-Of-Direct-Fixed-Capital & Segment-Margin & 
Unallocated-Common-Marketing-Fixed-Cost & 
Vnallocated-Common-Administrative-Fixed-Cost & Segment-Net-Income. 
Request-Percentage-Analysis-3.3 : 
Node-Name & {Year} & Sales & Variable-Marketing-Cost & 
Cost-Of-Units-Sold & Cost-Of-Traceable-Working-Capital & 
Contribution-Margin & Controllable-Direct-Marketing-Cost & 
Controllable-Direct-Administrative-Cost & Performance-Margin & 
Committed-Marketing-Cost & Committed-Administrative-Cost & 
Cost-Of-Direct-Fixed-Capital & Segment-Margin & 
Unallocated-Common-Marketing-Fixed-Cost & 
Unallocated-Common-Administrative-Fixed-Cost & Segment-Net-Income. 
Request-Percentage-Analysis-3.4 : 
{Node-Name} & {Year} & [Sales I Variable-Marketing-Cost I 
Cost-Of-Units-Sold I Cost-Of-Traceable-Working-Capital I 
Contribution-Margin I Controllable-Direct-Marketing-Cost I 
Controllable-Direct-Administrative-Cost I Performance-Margin 
Committed-Marketing-Cost I Committed-Administrative-Cost I 
Cost-Of-Direct-Fixed-Capital I Segment-Margin 
Unallocated-Common-Marketing-Fixed-Cost : 
Unallocated-Common-Administrative-Fixed-Cost I Segment-Net-Income1· 
Request-Percentage-Analysis-3.5 : ~ 
{Node-Name} & {Year} & [Sales I Variable-Marketing-Cost 




Cost-Of-Direct-Fixed-Capital I Segment-Margin 
Unrillocated-Common-Marketing-Fixed-Cost : 
'CnAllocated-Cnmmon-Administrative-Fixed-Cost Segment-Net-Income1. 
Request-percentage-Analysis-3.~ : . 
{Node-Name} & {Year} & [Sales: varlable-Ma~ketlng~Costl 
cost-Of-Units-Sold: Cost-Of-Traceable-Worklng-Capltal I 







Node-Name & Year. 
Request-Segmental-Analysis-4.2 : 
Node-Name & {Year} & Sales & Variable-Marketing-Cost & 
Cost-Of-Units-Sold & Cost-Of-Traceable-Working-Capital & 
Contribution-Margin & Controllable-Direct-Marketing-Cost & 
Controllable-Direct-Administrative-Cost & Performance-Margin & 
Committed-Marketing-Cost & Committed-Administrative-Cost & 
Cost-Of-Direct-Fixed-Capital & Segment-Margin & 
Unallocated-Common-Marketing-Fixed-Cost & 
lJnallocated-Common-Administrative-Fixed-Cost & Segment-Net-Income. 
Request-Segmental-Analysis-4.3 : 









Node-Name & {Year} & {Sales: Variable-Marketing-Cost I 
Cost-Of-Units-Sold: Cost-Of-Traceable-Working-Capital I 








Node-Name & {Year} & Sales & Contribution-Margin & Performance-Margin 
& Segment-Margin. 
Request-Variance-Analysis-5.2 : 
Node-Name & {Year} & [Sales : Contributi~n-Margin 
Performance-Margin: Segment-Margin]. 
Request-Variance-Analysis-5.3 : 
Node-Name & {Year} & [Sales I Contribution-Margin 
Performance-Margin: Segment-Margin]. 
Request-Variance-Analysis-5.4 : 
'Node-Name & {Year} & [Sales : Con~ribution-Margin 
Performance-Margin I Segment-Margln]. 
Request-Variance-Analysis-5.5 
Node-Name & {Year} & [Sales : Contribution-Margin 
Performance-Margin: Segment-Margin]. 
Request-Variance-AnalysiS_5.6 : 
Node-Name & {Year} & [Sales : Contribution-Margin 
Performance-Margin: Segment-Margin]. 
Segmmental-Income-Statement : 
Node-Name & Year & Sales & Variable-Marketing-Cost & 
Cost-Of-Units-Sold & Cost-Of-Traceable-Working-Capital & 
Contribution-Margin & Controllab1e-Direct-Marketing-Cost & 
Controllable-Direct-Administrative_Cost & Performance-Margin & 
Committed-Marketing-Cost & Committed-Administrative-Cost & 
Cost-Of-Direct-Fixed-Capital & Segment-Margin & 
Unallocated-Common-Marketing-Fixed_Cost & 
lJnallocated-Common-Administrative-Fixed_Cost & Segment~Net-Income. 
51 
EXHIBIT XXIV 
Data Store Dictionary (Data Store Name / Composition) 
Budgets : 
{Node-Name & {Year & Budget-Sales & 
Budget-Contibution-Margin & Budget-Performance-Margin & 
Budget-Segment-Margin}}. 
Segmental Income Statements : 
52 
{Node-Name & {Year & Sales & Variable-Marketing-Cost & 
Cost-Of-Units-Sold & Cost-Of-Traceable-Working-Capital & 
Contribution-Margin & Controllable-Direct-Marketing-Cost & 
Controllable-Direct-Administrative-Cost & Performance-Margin & 
Committed-Marketing-Cost & Committed-Administrative-Cost & 
Cost-Of-Direct-Fixed-Capital & Segment-Margin & 
Unallocated-Common-Marketing-Fixed-Cost & 
Unallocated-Common-Administrative-Fixed-Cost & Segment-Net-Incorne}}. 
ORIGIN/DESTINATION DICTIONARY (Origin/Destination Name / 
Notes) 
Accounting-Department : 
The Accounting Department provides the Segmental Income Statement 
needed for the Marketing Performance Assessment. 
Marketing-Management : 
The Marketing Management provides the Budget for the Variance 




TRANSFORM DICTIONARY (Transform Number / Transform Name / 
Description) 
1. Update Budgets: 
Retrieve Budget by Node-Name and Year. 
For each Item in Budget: 
Update Item with the information provided by Marketing Management. 
2. Update Segmental Income Statements: 
Retrieve Segmental-Income-Statement by Node-Name and Year. 
For each Item in Segmental-Income-Statement: 
Update Item with the information provided by Marketing Management. 
3.1 Produce Table 3.1 : 
For each Segmental-Income-Statement requested by 
Request-Percentage-Analysis-3.1: 
Retrieve Segmental-Income-Statement by Node-Name and Year. 
For each Item in Segmental-Income-Statement: 
Cdmpute Percentage = Item / Sales * 100%. 
Print Table 3.1. 
3.2 Produce Chart 3.2 : 
Fdr each Segmental-Income-Statement requested by 
Request-Percentage-Analysis-3.2: 
Retrieve Segmental-Income-Statement by Node-Name and Year. 
rcir each Item reqllested by Request-Percentage-Analysis-3.2: 
Print Chart ~.2 
3.3 Produce Chart 3.3 : 
For each Segmental-Income-Statement requested by 
Request-Percentage-Analysis-3.3: 
Retrieve Segmental-Income-Statement by Node-Name and Year. 
For each Item requested by Request-Percentage-Analysis-3.3: 
Compute Percentage = Item / Sales * 100%. 
Print Chart 3.2 
3.4 Produce Table 3.4 : 
For each Segmental-Income-Statement requested by 
R£quest-Percentage-Analysis-3.4: 
Retrieve Segmental-Income-Statement by Node-Name and Year. 
Retrieve Item requested by Request-Percentage-Analysis-3.4. 
Compute Percentage = Item / Sales * 100%. 
Print Table 3.4. 
3.5 Produce Chart 3.5 : 
For each Segmental-Income-Statement requested by 
Request-Percentage-Analysis-3.5: 
Retrieve Segmental-Income-Statement by Node-Name and Year. 
Retrieve Item requested by Request-Percentage-Analysis-3.5. 
Print Chart 3.5. 
3.6 Produce Chart 3.6 : 
For each Segmental-Income-Statement requested by 
Request-Percentage-Analysis-3.6: 
Retrieve Segmental-Income-Statement by Node-Name and.Year. 
Retrieve Item requested by Request-Percentage-Analysls-3.6. 
Compute Percentage = Item / Sales * 100%. 
Print Chart 3.6. 
4.1 Produce Table 4.1 : 
Retrieve Segmental-Income-Statement by Node-Name and Year. 
For each Item in Segmental-Income-Statement: 
For each sub-Segmental-Income-Statement: 
Retrieve sub-Segmental-Income-Statement by Node-Name and Year. 
For each sub-Item in Segmental-Income-Statement: 
Compute Percentage = sub-Item / Item * 100%. 
Print Table 4.1. 
4.2 Produce Table 4.2 : 
Retrieve Segmental-Income-Statement by Node-Name and Year. 
For each Item requested by Request-Segmental-Analysis-4.2: 
For each sub-Segmental-Income-Statement: 
Retrieve sub-Segmental-Income-Statement by Node-Name and Year. 
For each sub-Item requested by Request-Segmental-Analysis-4.2: 
Compute Percentage = sub-Item / Item * 100%. 
Print Table 4.2. 
4.3 Produce Chart 4.3 : 
Retrieve Segmental-Income-Statement by Node-Name and Year. 
For Item requested by Request-Segmental-Analysis-4.3: 
For each sub-Segmental-Income-Statement: 
Retrieve sub-Segmental-Income-Statement by Node-Name and Year. 
For sub-Item requested by Request-Segmental-Analysis-4.3: 
Print Chart 4.3. 
4.4 Produce Chart 4.4 : 
Retrieve Segmental-Income-Statement by Node-Name and Year. 
For Item requested by R£quest-Segmental-Analysis-4.4: 
For each sub-Segmental-Income-Statement: 
Retrieve sub-Segmental-Income-Statement by Node-Name and Year. 
Fat sub-Item requested by Request-Segm~ntal-Analysis-4.4: 
Compute Percentage = sub-Item / Item * 100%. 
Print Chart 4.4. 
5.1 Produce Table 5.1 : 
For ,each Segmental-Income-Statement requested by 
Request-Variance-Analysis-5.1: 
Retrieve Segmental-Income-Statement by Node-Name and Year. 
Retrieve Budget by Node-Name and Year. 
For each Item in Segmental-Income-Statement and Budget-Item in 
Budget: 
Compute Variance = Item - Budget-Item. ~ 
Compute Variance% = (Item - Budget-Item) * 100% / Budget-Item 
Print Table 5.1. 
5.2 Produce Chart 5.2 
For each Segmental-Income-Statement requested by 
Request-Variance-Analysis-5.2: 
Retrieve Segmental-Income-Statement by Node-Name and Year. 
'Retrieve Budget by Node-Name and Year. 
For each Item in Segmental-Income-Statement and Budget-Item in 
Budget: 
Compute Variance = Item - Budget-Item. 
Print Chart 5.2. 
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5.3 Produce Chart 5.3 : 
For each Segmental-Income-Statement requested by 
Request-Variance-Analysis-5.3: 
Retrieve Segmental-Income-Statement by Node-Name and Year. 
Retrieve Budget by Node-Name and Year. 
For each Item in Segmental-Income-Statement and Budget-Item in 
Budget: 
Compute Variance% = (Item - Budget-Item) * 100% I Budget-Item 
Print Chart 5.3. 
5.4 Produce Table 5.4 
For each Segmental-Income-Statement requested by 
Request-Variance-Analysis-5.4: 
Retrieve Segmental-Income-Statement by Node-Name and Year. 
Retrieve sub-Segemental-Income-Statement by Node-Name and Year. 
Retrieve Budget by Node-Name and Year. 
Retrieve sub-Budget by Node-Name and Year. 
For Item requested by Request-Variance-Analysis-5.4: 
Compute Variance = Item - Budget-Item. 
Compute Variance% = (Item - Budget-Item) * 100% I Budget-Item 
Print Table 5.4. 
5.5 Produce Chart 5.5 : 
For each Segmental-Income-Statement requested by 
Request-Variance-Analysis-5.5: 
Retrieve Segmental-Income-Statement by Node-Name and Year. 
Retrieve sub-Segemental-Income-Statement by Node-Name and Year. 
Retrieve Budget by Node-Name and Year. 
Retrieve sub-Budget by Node-Name and Year. 
For Item requested by Request-Variance-Analysis-5.5: 
Compute Variance = Item - Budget-Item. 
Print Chart 5.5. 
5.6 Produce Chart 5.6 : 
For each Segmental-Income-Statement requested by 
Request-Variance-Analysis-5.6: 
Retrieve Segmental-Income-Statement by Node-Name and Year. 
Retrieve sub-Segmental-Income-Statement by Node-Name and Year. 
Retrieve Budget by Node-Name and Year. 
Retrieve sub-Budget by Node-Name and Year. 
For Item requested by Request-Variance-Analysis-5.6: 
Compute Variance% = (Item - Budget-Item) * 100% I Budget-Item 
Print Chart 5.6. 
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